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Aluminum drive by WMEA continues; Group also seeks newspapers
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MISSOULA--

The Western Montana Epilepsy Association (WMEA), a Missoula-based organization which represents seven western Montana counties, is continuing with its project of collecting aluminum beverage cans, frozen food containers and license plates for recycling purposes. The organization also is in need of discarded newspapers for recycling.

Michael M. McCarthy, a University of Montana alumnus, who is WMEA president, said the WMEA uses the funds obtained from recycling various items for the purchase of epilepsy books and other materials for the UM Library and the Missoula City-County Library. Epilepsy materials also are available for individuals and families interested in epilepsy. The materials may be obtained at the local WMEA office, room 210 of St. Patrick Hospital, or by phoning 549-8106.

McCarthy, who presents several talks a year on epilepsy at the University, said persons with recyclable aluminum items and newspapers may bring them to 651 S. 5th St. E. in the Garden City.